Range: (2.96 - 3.07)

GV rating: 2.96  
Stand height: 9.0m
Veg: NO  
Age: 14 years

Factors influencing VEG:
[-] hard dark shadow line on left of block and notched skyline
[-] some ground showing

GV rating: 2.95  
Stand height: 7.0m
Veg: NO  
Age: 15 years

Factors influencing VEG:
[-] road visible
[-] some bare ground
[-] contrast with top boundary

GV rating: 3.02  
Stand height: 10.0m
Veg: YES  
Age: 17 years

Factors influencing VEG:
[-] square corners
[-] colour contrast on left and top boundaries
[-] some rock and ground showing through
Range: (2.96 - 3.07) /...cont'd

VEG RATINGS - Summer

Photo 14

GV rating: 3.02
Stand height: 3.4m
Factors influencing VEG:
[+] texture and colour variation

Veg: YES
Age: 10 years

Photo 15

GV rating: 3.02
Stand height: 4.5m
Factors influencing VEG:
[-] colour contrast of standing stems on top boundary

Veg: YES
Age: 12 years

Photo 16

GV rating: 3.07
Stand height: 5.5m
Factors influencing VEG:
[-] uniform rows - methodical/artificial
[-] some ground showing - mineral sites exposed

Veg: YES
Age: 11 years